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"Keeping up with the Joneses" isn’t a new thing – the term
was coined in 1913! However, with the rise of social media, it
is more prevalent than ever before.

According to a recent study, 52% of people admit to
comparing their financial status to that of friends and family. 

You might get caught up comparing:

😒earnings and wealth 💰
😒travel and vacations ✈
😒appearance and attractiveness �👙 �
😒intelligence and success 💡 📈

But happiness isn't found by focusing on what you lack.
From my career advising people on their money and
knowing what's behind the scenes, I can say that you never
know the full story of the people around you.  Don't compare
your behind the scenes “work in progress” with someone
else’s highlight reel on social media. As the famous quote
goes, "comparison is the thief of joy."

Happiness is found when you appreciate your  progress
while celebrating the success of others. You will be happier
when you pursue the lifestyle and goals that matter to you
personally, not when you are chasing what others have!!

We've hired some great team members and  have capacity to
bring on new clients. You might be interested to know that
some of our newest clients are from: Florida, South Carolina,
Guatemala, Texas, Switzerland, Utah and California. We can
work with clients from almost anywhere! Click the blue
button below to schedule a call with our team. 

P.P.S. My book "Stress Free Money" got named by Forbes
(business, finance, goals category) as #14 for "Top 21 Books
to Read in 2021."

Sincerely, 

Certified Financial Fiduciary®

 

Click HERE to read our google reviews.        
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